
Royal Oak Inn Brockham SOW 
 

 

 

Replace sparge pipes to Gents toilets 

Replace rotten section of vinyl inc sub-floor 

Replace section of ceiling and decorate 

build up eitherside of threshold to eleveate trip hazard 

Replace tirms to eleevate trip hazard 

Replace bath panel and boxings to tanks and redecorate 

as above 

Replace cracked pain of glass  

Cut out crack, make good and redecorate wall 

Re-secure small area of work top 

Overhaul all roofs and replace all missing and slipped , 
slates, ridge tiles etc inc access as required 

Repairs to kitchen sockets 

Repair crack and redecorate wall In accommodation 

Strip up all carpets and dispose, lay 6mm ply to all areas 
ready for publican carpet to be fitted 5 no rooms 

 

 
Replace 2 no fence panels  

Replace 2 no Panels and 3 no posts  

Replace 2 no panels and 2 no concrete posts 

Replace newel cap  

Assigned to ease and adjust door 

overhaul lower level roofs 

 

 

 
The door to the accommodation kitchen require replacing 
with self closing FD30S fire door 
 

The door between the retail & lobby serving the stair 
requires the repair or fitting of a self closing device 
 

The door between the retail kitchen & rear retail requires 
adjustment to ensure the smoke seals are in contact with 
the frame on all sides. 
 

The door opening between the retail kitchen & lobby serving 
the stairwell requires the fitting of a self closing FD30S fire 
door with vision panel. 
 



 

 

The following doors require adjustment to ensure they fully 
self close effectively: 

1)     Basement 

   2)   Between retail & lobby to stair 

 

Infill all holes in ceiling with fire resisting material. This does 
not mean under drawing with plasterboard. Existing floor 
boards will be accepted, holes to be filled with intumescent 
sealant or foam. Holes around pipes to be filled with 
Rockwool style products. 

 

Infill opening between retail kitchen & stairwell lobby to 
provide 30 minutes fire resistance. 

 

Locks to be replaced with a thumb twist style lock. 

 

The most reasonable solution of providing means of escape 
from the accommodation is to provide alternative exits from 
the ground floor lobby serving the stair. One via the retail 
kitchen leading to WC exit & one via the retail area to front 
exit. This can be achieved as follows: 

1)     Create a protected corridor from retail kitchen to WC 
lobby exit by infilling wall opening & fitting an outward 
opening self closing FD30S fire door. 

   2)    Fit fire exit signage & maintained emergency lighting 
above new door on retail side. 

 

 
Smoke detectors linked to the existing system to be fitted in 
accordance with BS5839-1 2017 in lobby serving the stairs 

Change the heat detector near the bar to a smoke detector 

Fit a heat detector in the retail near log burner. 

Fit a call point in the retail kitchen. 

 
Fire-fighting equipment to be provided as follows: 

Behind bar 

1)     6 litre 13A water or foam extinguisher 

2)     2kg CO2 to be positioned; 
 

Retail kitchen 

3)     6 litre wet chemical type extinguisher 

4)     2kg CO2 

5)     Fire blanket 
 

The accommodation kitchen should be supplied with a fire 
blanket. 

 

Drainage CCTV survey  



Erect scaffold to right hand side onto low level slate 

roof to access box gutter. 

Strip out bottom rows of tiles and set aside. 

Prime entire box gutter. Full width of the building 

Supply and lay new evolution felt or similar to entire 

box gutter. 

Refit previously removed tiles. 

 


